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The international space exploration industry faces two related and
bewitching obstacles to its long-term programmatic health. The first is a
U.S. administration that views exploration through the lens of the overall
economic and political problems afflicting the American economy.
In
other words, no blank check is forthcoming for NASA, given the nation's
deep fiscal woes. And this political reality is an international issue, since
no matter what might be said in public, it remains true that America is the
critical instigator of major space exploration programs of this and perhaps
the next generation as well.
The related problem is the high cost of the sole major operational
international space program, the International Space Station (ISS). Often
overlooked by space supporters is the fact that one of the lessons still to be
learned from the space station is finding the means to lower the cost of
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operating it, and lowering the cost of the next NASA exploration program
as well. By this I mean truly lowering the costs, not simply pushing them
onto new international partners.
Those from outside the industry, including politicians, investors,
corporations and the public, are often stunned to learn the magnitude of the
current costs, which caused even a surprised NASA to end funding for
space station research and to pour every last dollar into construction.
The budgetary numbers associated with the orbiting outpost are
indeed astronomical. Industry estimates routinely suggest that over $100B
has been spent for the design, construction, and operation of the space
station, and launches of the U.S. space shuttle are pegged at over half a
billion dollars per. (In contrast, Japanese launch costs for the new H-II
transfer vehicle (HTV) come in at over $200M, and France's Automated
Transfer Vehicle (ATV) at about $300M.)
These numbers defy any previous civilian international research
effort. The high speed super collider, for example, that straddles the border
between France and Switzerland and involves dozens of nations and
hundreds if not thousands of scientists in cutting edge subatomic particle
physics, is estimated to have cost $10B – less than 90% the cost of the
space station.

Figure 1
The International Space Station

The unprecedented price tag of the ISS is a very real problem today,
because it is precisely the cost of the space station, and the inability of
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NASA to grapple with the issue, that has dampened the enthusiasm of
politicians and voters to support the undertaking of the next great space
exploration. It is not an academic point in a time of high joblessness that
five scientific projects having the same price tag as the super collider,
employing logarithmically far more scientists and engineers would cost
federal governments half the budget of ISS and even less than that for a
Mars mission. And it is not just the high costs of space exploration that
constitutes the problem – it is also the inability of any major space program
to be realized on time and on budget.
The ISS, orbiting right now over half a dozen national capitols, is a
blinking reminder that something is fundamentally wrong with how we
structure space operations; a new era of exploration must no doubt follow a
far lower cost structure.
The opposite is also true: if we stay on the present course, then the
developed nations will be hard pressed to continue big ticket exploration
projects, leaving the field to the developing nations with lower hardware
and structural costs.
The goal of this chapter is therefore straightforward: to discuss the
need for ISS members, but especially for NASA, to use the nowoperational space station not only as a test bed for unique manufacturing,
the growth of pharmaceutical drugs, and production cite for new alloys, but
also as a laboratory of a different sort, one in which the proven strengths of
the consumer marketplace, ranging from competition to open trade, are
employed at long last within a NASA controlled program. Until then,
Western nations will find themselves in an exploratory cul-de-sac, heading
nowhere fast.
Specifically, I suggest that the members of the ISS must undertake
three steps to bring international space programs in line with other civilian
manufacturing and market sectors:
1.
2.
3.

Allow free and open competition for all space station goods and
services.
Encourage the cross ownership of national space companies.
And finally, moving forward, transition to open competition for
programs beyond low earth orbit.

The implementation of these market-facing and market-making steps
would transition us from an ISS space program that is static and expensive
to one that reaps the cost efficiencies and robustness of the private sector.
Yes, it could be painful, messy and uncomfortable.
Safeguards for
technology transfer would have to be enacted, and certain space agencies
would find themselves as regulators more than operators.
But the result would be a far safer and stronger space station and a far
more capable space market in low Earth orbit, one which will no doubt
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prove a cost-efficient model for future programs to the asteroids, the Moon
and Mars.
But before moving on, let us take
a moment to salute the
achievements of the builders of the ISS.
It is a huge international
undertaking, years in the making, involving almost a hundred rocket
launches, the sacrifice of seven astronaut lives, and unprecedented
coordination among different nations.
I know well that sensitivities arise when criticizing such a majestic
and, dare one say it, poetic edifice in orbit. A recent public description by
me of NASA's ‘tin ear’ for international politics drew in response an email
from a space station astronaut condemning my comments, and urging me to
show more appreciation for the accomplishments of the men and women
who have lived onboard the ISS, and the good they have accomplished. I
do appreciate that, and very much so.
But appreciation for their fine contributions does not in any way
mitigate the space station’s unfortunate shortfalls, and to ignore these
shortfalls would in fact do a disservice to all those who dream of the next
steps in space exploration. At fault is not the actions and decisions of the
astronauts and engineers, but rather of American politicians both in
Congress and the White House, both Democrat and Republican.
Let's begin by stating the obvious about the structure of the ISS:
sadly, this bastion of the new frontier, the outpost of the future of
humanity, is overseen by an international consortium of governmental
agencies using procurement methods that are known in every other sector
to be completely outdated. This conglomerate of national governments
operates with all the parochial interests, economic inefficiencies, and
cumbersome regulations characteristic of government purchasers.
What is so frustrating is that these same governments acknowledge
they should do less and less of the operations in terrestrial markets, and
most realize that allowing foreign vendors to participate decreases the costs
of domestic programs, while increasing reciprocal and beneficial
opportunities for trade. From aviation to mail delivery, from automobiles
to defense, from applied research to the Internet, Western governments
have in recent decades sought to carefully lower the barriers of
protectionism to encourage competition from a global pool of commercial
vendors.
The market anachronism of the ISS, operated on a high-cost,
nationalistic, and monopoly basis, is impossible to justify. There is a
European section of the station, built entirely by European manufacturers.
There is a Russian section of the station, built entirely by manufacturers
from Russia. There is a Japanese section of the section, built, yes, entirely
by manufacturers from Japan. And the American section is the same, with
the wrinkle that Russian companies were brought in – with beneficial
results.
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Where else in America do such nationalist trade practices still exist
for an operational program? Japanese subways run under, and Swedish
trains take us between, our cities.
The American infrastructure is
maintained by a spectrum of private companies, government organizations
and some in-between, but all following commercial practices. Yet not a
single company runs any part of the space station – only government
agencies. Nor could international companies even bid on construction, as
this was left to national or regional players.
Cost efficiencies, bountiful in all other major non-military markets,
are absent from the space station. Foreign companies compete to supply
energy for the nuclear power needs of industrialized nations, and operate
foreign electrical and water projects, and some also own large pieces of
them.
Multi-national construction companies are involved in
developmental projects from Japan to North America to Africa and
Australia. America's most sensitive data is stored in computers
manufactured in Asia, and even in the highly nationalistic markets for oil
and gas, nations across the political spectrum work with commercial firms
that have access to huge pools of money and sophisticated knowledge.
And where governments have barred all commercial companies from the
oil fields, such as in Mexico, the result is a slow and painful decline in the
oil fields’ production, while costs spiral upward to uncompetitive levels.
One example of how the ISS operational structure forces companies
to behave differently is Boeing. Boeing is the major American contractor
for the ISS, and according to Boeing's web site, the company is the “prime
contractor, responsible for design, development, construction and
integration of the ISS.”
It also “directs a national industry team
comprising most major U.S. aerospace companies, hundreds of small
contractors, and Boeing itself.” http://www.boeing.com/defensespace/space/spacestation/
Few at NASA or in Congress would agree that Boeing was
‘responsible for the design and development’ of the ISS, as this is seen in
the government as NASA’s responsibility.
Contrast that to the behavior of the same company in the civil
aviation market, where Boeing is risking its future on the Boeing 787, also
known as the Dreamliner.
Boeing's website states, “The program has signed on 43 of the
world’s most capable top-tier supplier partners and together finalized the
airplane’s configuration in September 2005. Boeing has been working
with its top tier suppliers since the early detailed design phase of the
program and all are connected virtually at 135 sites around the world.”
http://787flighttest.com/category/bg/

Do you see the difference between a low-competition, virtual
monopoly and a diverse pool of subcontractors competing and innovating
side by side to achieve higher performance at lower costs? A partial list of
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Boeing subcontractors for the Dreamliner reveals that the plane's flaps are
made at Boeing Australia and the fairings at Boeing Canada Technology.
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries makes the unique carbon composite wings and
in addition has a multi-billion dollar contract for the critical carbon fiber.
The horizontal stabilizers are manufactured by Alenia Aeronautica of Italy,
and the fuselage sections by Global Aeronautica and Boeing's facility in
South Carolina. The airplane doors? Passenger doors are manufactured by
Latecoere in France, and the cargo doors by Saab of Sweden. The French
company Messier-Dowty builds the landing gear using titanium produced
by the Russian company VSMPO-AVISMA.
The result has not been without delays and frustrations, but the end
result allows Boeing to mass produce planes, sell them in every market,
make a good profit, while all the time keeping customer ticket prices stable
and allowing for market innovation.
Same company. Very different behavior with very different results.
It is hardly a coincidence that absent from the ISS program is the
cutthroat competition seen in the aviation industry, personal computers,
automobiles or the oil fields. Nor, does the space station enjoy the pace of
innovation anywhere close to markets not controlled by a handful of
government agencies.
Why is the ISS structured so uniquely? An international consortium
of government agencies for manned space operations is often explained as
a vision of a program firmly rooted in a Cold War mentality.
In this
explanation of events the United States has grown comfortable using space
as an arm of national pride and branding. Having won the race to the moon
we were unable to unshackle space operations from NASA and allow
market forces to take over.
This explanation of space as a product of the Cold War falls away,
however, when contrasted with the other great space program of the Cold
War, international satellite communications. U.S. President John F.
Kennedy in 1962 created the commercial company Comsat with a stroke of
his pen, and even appointed its original board of directors. A year or so
later, Comsat created Intelsat, which was made up of over 140 nation
states. Unlike the ISS program, the United States opted for a multinational
space effort to be a commercial company that could tap financial markets
and move far more quickly and efficiently than a government organization.
Later, the Soviets created their own satellite consortium known as
Intersputnik, and it is telling that today both Intelsat and Intersputnik are
successful commercial organizations, and the satellite industry enjoys
robust competition, fast paced innovation and yet, critically, the United
States government is a huge customer for satellite bandwidth. By acting as
a commercial customer, the Pentagon and all branches of the Federal
government allow for market innovation and cost-efficiencies.
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How different it is with the ISS.
NASA, with the backing of
Congress and the White House, was designated as the lead American
agency to design, develop and eventually operate the facility. Other ISS
nations, emulated the closed and nationalistic American example with
varying degrees of enthusiasm.
Ironically (and I write this as someone who represented the Russian
company RKK Energia in Washington DC for much of the 1990s), it was
the Russians who pushed back against this consortium of centralized
government space agencies and sought to have more non-governmental
organizations in control of the design and operation of the space station,
including the Russian firms Khrunichev and the company Energia. Many
Russian space officials felt at that time that their space agency should have
been more of a coordinating body, not a designer, developer and operator
of programs, and this model of the space agency as a coordinating body is
now being used by India and China, and to some degree in Russia.
The relevance of all this is that now the United States is no longer
willing to keep the financial spigot open for space exploration, which
results in a clear need to introduce market reform.
And there is a programmatic reason as well, since the year 2010 may
be remembered as the opening of a new chapter in humanity's utilization of
space, for at long last there is a stable, permanently occupied outpost in low
Earth orbit, the ISS, for use by the majority of industrial nations. With the
planned retirement of the NASA space shuttle fleet, the United States is
forced into operational reliance on other nations and the commercial sector
for access to the station, and there are many operational launch vehicles
that can access the ISS, with more in development.
Given these and other political and budgetary realities, it is apparent
that most of the G20 nations will have access to space station facilities in
the years to come.
2010 will also be remembered, no matter the final outcome with ISS,
as the year when the traditional orthodoxy of American space programs
was up-ended by a new U.S. administration that decreed that 'Returning to
the Moon' is not enough of a rallying cry to spend billions. Required from
this point onwards is a re-examination of not just where we should go as a
nation, but how we should go.
Taken all together it seems clear that the operational phase of the ISS
must function within the established realm of Earthly market practices and
proven business models. No longer can ISS member states operate in a
manner at odds with business as if somehow space was different. As a
permanent facility that is operated by five space agencies representing
fourteen nations, all of which support the principles of market economics, it
is high time that the outer space outpost of the European Union, the United
States, Canada, Japan and the Russian Federation should be managed as if
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it was located not two hundred miles up but simply just a short distance
away from Brussels, Washington, Ottawa, Tokyo, or Moscow.

Three Recommendations for Realizing a CostEfficient Space Station and Creating a LEO
Marketplace
To achieve a more robust and cost-efficient ISS, three key actions would
enable a fundamental shift to a more effective method of operation:
1. Free and open competition for all space station
goods and services.
Protectionism has long been recognized as an insidious killer of
economic growth, so if the space station is to be viewed as more than a jobs
program, then there is no reason on Earth, or above it, that the best
manufacturer from any ISS member state should be barred from bidding on
a required product or service.
Over the past several decades, every major American and Western
manufacturer in consumer and technology markets has faced cutthroat
international competition. Some companies and markets have emerged as
winners, while others have lost and disappeared, but not so the civil space
contractor. Almost alone among industrialized companies, they have been
immune from true international competition, and it shows in rampant
inefficiencies from top to bottom.
On March 12, 2010 French premier Nicolas Sarkozy publicly
chastised the United States over protectionism after a European-led
consortium pulled out of bidding for the Pentagon's mid-air refueling
aircraft. “This is not the right way for the United States to treat its
European allies,” Sarkozy said. “If they want to be spearheading the fight
against protectionism, they shouldn't be setting the wrong example of
protectionism. In life there is what you say and then there is what you do.”
The prime minister of the United Kingdom echoed those sentiments.
“We believe in free trade, we believe in open markets, we believe in open
competition,” George Brown said.
http://politifi.com/news/Not-the-Right-Way-to-Behave-SarkozyScolds-US-on-Protectionism-374828.html
According to the UPI, “The European Union has warned the United
States about possible protectionism, saying it ‘would be extremely
concerned if it were to emerge that the terms of tender were such as to
inhibit open competition for the contract.”
An open market for space station goods and services would end the
paralyzing protectionism that has stymied space station innovation and
caused development and operational costs to skyrocket. Hence, if NASA
seeks a station telescope and Italy allows U.S. firms to bid on its national
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space hardware, than Italian firms should bid on ISS equipment as well.
NASA should be tasked by the White House to create procurement rules
and regulations that open the door to international competition for supply
of space station goods and services, making reciprocal open trade a
fundamental requirement, as the goal should be to establish a single, freetrade zone for all our low-Earth activities.
Making NASA, ESA, RSA, CNES, DLR and others behave as
commercial customers would create, finally, a commercial marketplace
with companies competing to win government and commercial contracts,
just as in the satellite industry, and in all other civilian markets.
One result can be predicted based on other markets where
protectionism has been removed: space companies in business a decade
after trade reforms would be smarter, leaner and more capable than those
today. Encouraging open competition among the ISS trading partners
would also have a profound impact on the national space programs. If
Russia opened its market for ISS goods and services to America, Boeing,
Lockheed and innovative smaller space companies could bid on Russian
programs, and Russia's Energia and Khrunichev could bid on NASA
programs. Similarly, Mitsubishi and Astrium could compete and contribute
hardware and services to the formerly national space programs.
While the barriers of protectionism cannot be dropped too fast or too
far, the developing status of space operations at ISS and in LEO calls for an
open-trade zone implemented in stages, beginning with smaller projects
and a progressing to operational openness. This would allow American
and European governments and companies to target their chosen areas of
market expertise in which to seek out their own market niches. Just as in
any other industry, each ISS member would gear up for a more commercial
effort using their own preferred government-industry relationships.
For the American market, lowering existing ISS protectionist barriers
would force American industry to compete on space transportation and onorbit manned operations, just as they have been in satellite
communications, thereby enhancing our national security by enabling
innovation at far lower cost.
2. Cross ownership of national space companies
Once trade barriers start to come down, the next step would be to
allow for cross ownership on commercial terms among space companies.
To bid in Russia and win, Boeing might take shares in Energia; to win
Japanese business, Energia might team with Mitsubishi, and so on. This
would provide a huge pool of liquidity and financing currently unavailable
for space programs, making new commercial projects far more viable (fuel
depots for example), with governments acting as commercial customers
enjoying competing proposals.
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Also benefiting from the change would be innovative smaller space
companies, which would now have a larger pool of strategic partners for
growth and acquisition.
Certainly there is no suggestion for a purely open commercial space
exploration marketplace, given the sensitivities of duel use technologies.
As in the defense industry, regulations and firewalls would be
implemented, but after a decade of working together under the umbrella of
ISS, suggestions from the contractors themselves would help frame a
regulatory regime to the satisfaction of ISS governments.
What is puzzling about the status quo is that the ISS has already
benefited from the path taken by the Russian Federation, whose
commercial practices have served the space station well. Russia's Mir
space station received the majority of its funding from non-government
sources, which included payments from European governments for crew
transportation to and from the Mir, payment from NASA for their multimonth stays onboard the Mir, and even on-space advertisements and nonprofessional space travelers. These commercial funds kept open the
Russian production lines for Progress and Soyuz.
MirCorp, the partnership of American investors with RKK Energia,
of which I served as CEO, injected almost $30M in cash into the Russian
space infrastructure, and would have contributed far more if the space
station had not been de-orbited.
From a financial and operational
perspective, RKK Energia's control of Mir was a success, a fact not lost on
other nations as they embark on their own manned space era.
India's space agency ISRO uses the Antrix organization to buy and
sell space goods and services, and the China Space Agency has CASC, a
huge state organization which operates over 70 Chinese space
organizations and corporations, including China's Great Wall Launch
Company. Among ISS members, Japan's JAXA is now speaking of
focusing far more on operations and space utilization than technology
development, precisely as a means of lowering costs.
Many companies have already experienced the benefits of cross
ownership. In the 1990s, a minor stock swap between Energia and Boeing
was discussed on a senior level, and during the same period the American
company Spacehab included Energia's chairman on its corporate board.
But further integration was deemed politically unacceptable, and the two
major U.S.-Russian commercial space projects of that decade suffered
because of the inability of the major contractors to
behave more
commercially. Both the International Launch Services (ILS) (a venture
between Lockheed, Energia and Khrunichev) and Sea Launch (which
involved Boeing, Energia and Yuzhnoye of Ukraine) ran into market
structural limitations that impeded growth.
A new generation of space companies truly integrated with one
another and with access to international capital markets and government
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customers, would provide a welcome addition to our low-Earth orbit
capabilities. This was certainly the situation with the automobile industry,
where Japanese and German and American manufacturers two decades ago
opened plants and hired workers worldwide, reducing the political
sensitivity of ‘foreign’ products.
Given national strategic concerns, true cross ownership would be
more likely to take place on the subcontractor level than on the prime
contractor level, but over time this market evolution could nevertheless blur
the nationalistic attitudes of current ISS member states.
A commercial company with ownership from, say, Astrium, and a
smaller Chinese CASC-owned company could reduce the political
sensitivities of having China as a member of ISS.
Or, to consider examples, Long March rockets carrying satellites and
cargo into orbit from Space Florida could provide a commercial path
acceptable to the American government, or a future XCOR launching from
South Korea into near-Earth orbit via an Asian subsidiary.
Free and open competition among ISS member agencies and crossownership of space companies would transform the ISS into a marketplace
for goods and services, and as a result operational costs would be lowered
while capabilities would be increased.
In the United States there is also movement away from the Cold War
space agency mentality. Congress has declared the U.S. section of the ISS
to be a National Laboratory, and under existing Congressional language,
the next step should see the transfer of operational control of the U.S.
National Laboratory in space to a private operator. Currently, other U.S.
national laboratories are run by limited liability companies or non-profits,
but none are operated by any agency of the United States government.
Whatever the structure of the laboratory operator, one must hope that
the era of barter deals and protectionist acquisition practices would come to
an end and this latest U.S. National Laboratory would be run like any other
research facility.
If implemented correctly, the space community would finally have a
success story for the White House: We can predict costs, we can keep
operational expenses low, and we can create jobs, as the result of a program
that has dozens of cutthroat competitors.
Notwithstanding the title of this article, it is hard to imagine that if
successfully implemented, the evolution of space into a commercial
marketplace should, could or would be stopped at low-Earth orbit. As such,
the final and most exciting step required would be to:
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3. Transition to open competition for programs
beyond low Earth orbit
Nothing is more dangerous in the current U.S. policy discussions
than drawing an artificial line between low Earth orbit and deep space
exploration, expecting an open competitive economic business model for
one and a static government monopolistic structure for the other. Yet this
is precisely the position of the Obama Administration, as it (correctly)
argues that LEO is open to commercial business, however NASA programs
beyond LEO are not. Once it is demonstrated that capitalism can thrive in
the hazardous environment of space, why then should a line be drawn
blocking market forces beyond 200 miles above the Earth's surface?
As noted, the United States has shown itself capable of behaving as a
commercial customer for services in the geostationary orbit, located some
36,000 km from earth, and private markets have indeed thrived at 36,000
km, including banks, manufacturers, insurance underwriters and stock
markets, not to mention launch providers.
If government as a commercial customer works at 22,000 miles and
soon will work on the ISS at 200 miles, then there can be no doubt that it
will also work for asteroid and Mars missions. Yet government agencies
designing future Mars landers have barred foreign bidders, and they have
divvied up asteroid mining missions along the current protectionist lines,
thus assuring the same astronomical costs as the ISS.
The artificial boundary currently being discussed in Washington
makes no sense. If market reforms are enacted in LEO but not beyond for
deep space efforts, the result will be industrial chaos, and embarrassment
for those national space agencies that cling to the current model for
programs beyond LEO.
The steps suggested here will prod all sorts of mashups between
entrepreneurial companies worldwide and governments behaving as
commercial customers, and not as operators and competitors.

Conclusion
Two decades ago, the United States enjoyed open market satellite
commerce only within its borders. International satellite communications
was controlled by Intelsat, which finally crumbled in the face of
commercial pioneer PanAmSat. I was privileged to work with the
chairman of PanAmSat, and heard first hand the fears of those clinging to
the Kennedy era model of government control.
West Germany was first to allow PanAmSat to operate, and then
came the United Kingdom. America was third, and what followed was the
explosion in growth in the international communication marketplace, with
low cost phone calls and live news feeds from every corner of the globe
soon becoming commonplace.
Examples such as this give us cause for optimism. More and more
space agencies recognize that the status quo is no longer acceptable, and
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within the decade the ISS will be far more market driven than today. Soon
enough, low-Earth orbit will be filled with competing orbiting platforms,
and launch vehicle services, and swarms of nanosatellites competing with
geo big-birds whose secondary robotic laboratory payloads will be
competing with manned orbiting space laboratories, and all will be
competing with way stations, fuel depots and unmanned astronomical
observatories. Competition will be the norm not the exception, and
governments will buy exploration services just as they now do
communication capabilities.
And it all must start now with the ISS.

•••
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